Introduction
Throughout this paper G always denotes a finite group of odd order, and manifolds and maps considered are all of class C 00 . ^» [G] denotes the set of ra-dimensional closed G-manifolds.
In the set «^» [G] we will consider the two notions, Reinhart G-cobordism and 6XK-equivalence.
For M and JVe^n[G], if there is an (w + 1) -dimensional compact G-manifold L with dL = M-\-N, the disjoint union of M and N, then they are called G-cobordant and L is called a G-cobordism between them,
This cobordism relation defines the cobordism group N n [G} of ndimensional closed G-manifolds. If a G-cobordism L between M and N admits a nonzero G-vector field which is inward normal on M and outward normal on N 9 then, following Reinhart [8] , M and N are called Reinhart G-cobordant, and L a Reinhart G-cobordism between them. The set of cobordism classes by this cobordism relation in ^r a [G] forms a semigroup with disjoint union + as its group operation. Denote by N^ [G-] the Grothendieck group of the semigroup,, From the author [4] we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for M and N^Jt n {G] to represent the same class in N? [_G] in terms of JV n [G] and the Euler characteristics of the fixed point sets of M and N e Let P, P', Q, and Q' be ^-dimensional compact G-manifolds with 3P = dP' and 3Qj=dQ. Let <p and 0: dP-*dQ be G-diffeomorphisms. Then by pasting two G-manifolds along boundary we obtain closed G-manifolds P U 9 Qj> P' U ^Q/, etc. Give ^r e [G] In this paper we will establish short exact sequences which contain the groups N n \G}, N*\G} and SKK n [G] . From the exact sequences we will show, under a restriction for the one dimensional components of the fixed point sets, M and N represent the same class in 7V* [G] if and only if so do they in SKK n [G~] , Heithecker [2, 3] also discusses SKK-equi vale nee and Reinhart G-cobordism of oriented G-manifolds, G an abelian group of odd order. A modified version of £OT-equivalence is discussed in Prevot [5, 6, 7] (4) For a positive integer k consider the following assertion: 
4]). Let L be a G-cobordism between closed G-manifolds M and N 0 Then L admits a nonzero G-veclor field which is inward normal on M and outward normal on 7V, if and only if for any subgroup H of G, every component A of M H satisfies i(A) =%(A D M) =%(
P(k). There exists a compact G-manifold L k such that (i) dL k = M k + N k , M k = M+i
L = Gx H RP(U@K)-Gx H D(LT).
We then see that dL = Gx H S(U) and that for any subgroup The following proposition follows from the preceding two lemmas. 
